Teacher’s Guide

Electricity
Dear Educator,
t’s time to take charge and to learn
about the power of electricity. You
are about to explore electrical
energy and how it is produced and
used. In KIDS DISCOVER Electricity,
your young scientists will learn about
the attributes of electricity by exploring
the topics at the right.

I

This Teacher’s Guide is filled with
activity ideas and blackline masters
that can help your students understand
more about electricity and how it is
generated and harnessed. Select or
adapt the activities that suit your
students’ needs and interests best.

PAG E S
W H AT ’ S I N
2–3 The Power Is On
A description of electrical energy

ELECTRICITY

4–5 Charged!
Comparison of static electricity and dynamic electricity

6–7 Currents in Time
A time line of individuals who studied and found uses for
electricity

8–9 From the Power Plant to You
A description of the path of an electrical current from
generation to usage

On the Grid
Definition of the electrical grid as a complicated electrical
circuit

10–11 Nikola Tesla’s Laboratory
A dramatic photograph depicting a relaxed scientist
surrounded by electrical energy

12–13 See How They Run
Everyday applications of electrical energy featured

Thank you for making KIDS DISCOVER
a part of your classroom.
Sincerely,

KIDS DISCOVER
P.S. We would love to hear from you!
E-mail your comments and ideas to
teachers@kidsdiscover.com

14–15 The Body Electric
The exploration of the electrical nature of living things and
common-sense rules for avoiding electricity-related problems

16–17 The Power of Change
An examination of present and possible future uses of
electrical energy

18–19 Game Pages
Review content with puzzles and games and extend content
through hands-on activities and reading

• IN THIS TEACHER’S GUIDE •
Meeting the Standards
Physical Science
 Light, Heat, eEectricity, and
Magnetism

 Visit www.kidsdiscover.com/standards
to find out more about how KIDS
DISCOVER meets state and national
standards.

2 Prereading Activities
3 Get Set to Read (Anticipation Guide)
4 Discussion and Writing Questions
5–6 It’s in the Reading (Reading Comprehension)
7 Everything Visual (Graphic Skills)
8 Cross-Curricular Extensions
9–12 Answer Keys to Blackline Masters
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ELECTRICITY

P R E R E A D I N G AC T I V I T I E S
f o r e d i s t r i b u t i n g K I D S D I S C O V E R E l e c t r i c i t y , activate
B estudents’
prior knowledge with these activities.
Discussion

T

o get students thinking about how this topic
relates to their interests and lives, ask:
 What is static electricity?
 How do you use electricity every day?
 Do you think it is necessary to conserve electricity?

Concept Map

E

xplain to students that
they will be reading
Electricity. Ask: What are some
words related to electrical
energy? List students’
responses on the board. (See
box below for some terms
they may suggest.) After creating a list, ask students
to group the words into categories, such as
Generation of Electricity, Movement of Electricity, and
Measures of Electricity. Create a concept map by
writing Electrical Energy on the board and circling it.
Write the categories around the circle and draw lines
between the ideas to show the connections. Then
write the words from the list around the appropriate
categories. Encourage students to add more words to
the concept map as they read Electricity.

KEY TERMS
 atoms
 protons
 electrons
 static electricity
 dynamic electricity
 current
 conductor
 positive

 negative
 electrical charges
 insulator
 circuit
 ampere
 generator
 transformer

Get Set to Read
(Anticipation Guide)

C

opy and distribute the Get Set to Read blackline
master (page 3 of this Teacher’s Guide).
Explain to students that this Anticipation Guide will
help them find out what they know and what
misconceptions they have about the topic. Get Set
to Read is a list of statements—some true, some
false. Ask students to write whether they think
each statement is true or false in the Before Reading
column. Be sure to tell students that it is not a
test and they will not be graded on their answers.
The activity can be completed in a variety of ways
for differentiated instruction:
 Have students work on their own or in small
groups to complete the entire page.

 Assign pairs of students to focus on two
statements and to become “experts” on these
topics.
 Ask students to complete the Before Reading
column on their own, and then tabulate the
class’s answers on the chalkboard, on an
overhead transparency, or on your classroom
computer.

 Review the statements orally with the entire class.
If you predict that students will need assistance
finding the answers, complete the Page Number
column before copying Get Set to Read.

Preview

D

istribute Electricity and model how to preview
it. Examine titles, headings, words in boldface,
pictures, charts, and captions. Then have students
add new information to the Concept Map. If
students will only be reading a few pages at one
sitting, preview only the selected pages.

BE WORD WISE WITH POWER VOCABULARY!

Y

ou have exclusive access to additional resources including
Power Vocabulary blackline masters for every available KIDS
DISCOVER title! These activities introduce students to 15
specialized and general-use vocabulary words from each KIDS
DISCOVER title. Working with both types of words helps students
develop vocabulary, improve comprehension, and read fluently.
Follow the links from your Teacher’s Toolbox CD-ROM and find
your title to access these valuable resources:








Vocabulary cards
Crossword puzzle
Word find
Matching
Cloze sentences
Dictionary list
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ELECTRICITY 2

Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

Get Set to Read
What do you know about electricity? In Before Reading, write true if you think the statement is
true. Write false if you think the statement is not true. Then read KIDS DISCOVER Electricity.
Check back to find out if you were correct. Write the correct answer and its page number.
CHALLENGE: Rewrite each false sentence in a way that makes it true.

Before Reading

After Reading

Page Number

_____________

1. Electrical energy comes from the

_____________

_____________

_____________

2. Electrical signals control nerves and

_____________

_____________

_____________

3. Both copper and salt water are good

_____________

_____________

_____________

4. Dynamic electricity is used to run

_____________

_____________

_____________

5. Michael Faraday began the first

_____________

_____________

_____________

6. A watt is a measure of the amount of

_____________

_____________

_____________

7. Nikola Tesla thought direct

_____________

_____________

_____________

8. An electrical current passing through

_____________

_____________

_____________

9. Brain waves are electrical signals

_____________

_____________

_____________

10. The United States uses 5 percent of

_____________

_____________
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movement of tiny particles called
protons.
muscles in the human body.
electrical insulators.

our appliances.

serious study of electricity and
magnetism.

energy of each electron in a system.
current was an inefficient means
of delivering electrical power.

pressurized gas lights neon lights.

that can be measured by an
electroencephalogram.

the world’s energy resources.

ELECTRICITY 3

D I S C U S S I O N & W R I T I N G QU E S T I O N S
se the following questions as discussion starters or for
U
w r i t i n g p r o m p t s f o r j o u r n a l s . Fo r a d d i t i o n a l i n - c l a s s
discussion and writing questions, adapt the questions on the
r e a d i n g c o m p r e h e n s i o n b l a c k l i n e m a s t e r s o n p a ge s 5 a n d 6 .
Cover
Before students read the issue on electricity, have
them look at the cover. Ask:
 Do you know what is happening to this boy’s hair?
Why is it happening?

Pages 2–3
Electrons moving among atoms produce electrical
energy that is harnessed to power appliances. Ask:
 How is electrical energy generated?

 List the pictured appliances that use electrical
energy.
Pages 4–5
The two categories of electrical energy are static
electricity and dynamic electricity. Ask:

Pages 10–11
An electrifying photograph shows static
electricity flashing through a laboratory.

 On what did Nikola Tesla and Thomas Edison
disagree?

 According to Tesla, what were two problems with
direct current?
Pages 12–13
Electrical energy is a part of modern life from city
streets to household gadgets. Ask:
 How does the ordinary light bulb work?

 Why is silicon an important part of your everyday
life?

 How are static electricity and dynamic electricity
alike and different?

Pages 14–15
The human body is filled with electrical energy.
Ask:

 Explain why electrical wires are often made of
plastic-coated copper?

 Why are safety rules for handling electricity
important?

 How did the Greek scientist Thales first recognize
electrical properties?

 What are some ways that electrical energy enables
living things to function?

Pages 6–7
The study of electricity and magnetism has made
it possible to harness electrical energy for practical
uses. Ask:

Pages 16–17
Graphs detail sources of electrical power and uses
of electricity. Ask:

 How did the experiments of Michael Faraday result
in opposite effects?

 Is the use of alternative energy sources to produce
electricity likely to increase or decrease? Explain
your answer.

 What did Galvani create with his experiments?

 In addition to their study of electricity, what did
Alessandro Volta, André Marie Ampere, and Georg
Ohm have in common?
Pages 8–9
A diagram follows the path of electrical energy
from generation to use. Ask:
 How is electrical energy produced?
 What is an electrical circuit?

 What is a watt? For whom was it named?

 For what do we use the most electricity in our
homes?

All pages
After students read
the issue, ask:
 Identify three facts
you have learned
about electricity in
this issue of KIDS
DISCOVER.

Have
students
examine
their own usage of
electricity
in a single day.
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ELECTRICITY 4

Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

It’s in the Reading
After reading KIDS DISCOVER Electricity, choose the best answer for each question.
Fill in the circle.

Find your answers on the pages shown in the book icon next to each question.

1. What are the negatively charged particles in an atom?





A. electrons
B. neutrons
C. nucleus
D. protons

2 3

2. In terms of electricity, how are rubber and air alike?





A. Both are conductors.
B. Both are insulators.
C. Electricity flows easily through both.
D. Both cause static electricity.

4 5

3. Which of the following is a conductor?





A. wood
B. porcelain
C. sea water
D. glass

4 5

4. Which of these events took place first?





A. Thomas Edison invents an improved light bulb.
B. Nikola Tesla invents a motor that produces alternating current.
C. Samuel Morse invents the telegraph.
D. Michael Faraday invents the generator.

6 7

5. What is the role of transformers in the path of electrical current from
power plant to home?
A. increase the voltage of a current
B. decrease the voltage of a current
C. either increase or decrease the voltage of a current
D. neither increase nor decrease the voltage of a current
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8 9

ELECTRICITY 5

It’s in the Reading

(continued)

6. What measures the rate at which an electrical current can do work?





A. watt
B. volt
C. ampere
D. ohm

8 9

7. Who believed it was dangerous to fool around with alternating current?





A. Nikola Tesla
B. George Westinghouse
C. Thomas Edison
D. James Watts

10 11

8. Which of the following is needed by both batteries and fuel cells to
produce electrical energy?
 A. carbon
 B. hydrogen
 C. zinc
 D. an acid

12 13

9. Which of these would be a good rule to add to a list of electrical safety
rules?
A. Keep electrical cords off the floor.
B. Place plastic covers over unused outlets.
C. Never unplug electrical appliances.
D. Wear gloves when using a light switch.






14 15

10.

What is an example of “green” energy?
 A. electricity produced by using coal
 B. electricity produced by wind
 C. electricity produced by using natural gas
 D. electricity produced by using wood as a fuel

11.

16 17

Choose one use of electrical energy that you would not want to give
up. Why is this use important to you?

____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
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ELECTRICITY 6

Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

Everything Visual
Graphs provide visuals of data, making the data easy to understand. The graphs on pages
16–17 show home use of energy and energy sources of electricity. Study the graphs. Then
answer the questions.

1. For what year are energy sources for electricity given? Why might this information change
from year to year?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

2.

Which of the energy sources of electricity might be considered “green” sources? Why?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

3. What is the second largest source of energy for generating electricity?
______________________________________________________________________________

4. What was the information source for the graph on Average Home Energy Use?
______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

5.

What accounts for the greatest amount of energy use in the average home?

______________________________________________________________________________

6. How are the rectangular graph and circle graph alike? How are they different?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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ELECTRICITY 7

C RO S S - C U R R I C U L A R E X T E N S I O N S

H ka vn eo wslteuddgeen tasn dt r iy n tt he er es se t aicnt iev li et ci et sr i ct oa l eex nt ee nr gd y .t h e i r
Science

N Set up a science center where students can
construct parallel and series circuits. The center
should provide insulated wire, batteries, bulbs,
switches, and directions. Suggest that students
investigate the differences in parallel circuits and
series circuits by loosening bulbs in the circuits.
Ask questions to help students conclude that
bulbs in parallel circuits remain lit because the
circuit provides more than one path for currents
to travel.

plays using words related to electricity. You
might suggest that they focus on words such as
charge, electrifying, positive, negative, current, circuit,
dynamic, and static.

Social Studies

N Arrange for a field trip to a local hospital or
medical office where students can see EKGs and
EEGs. Ask for a lab technician to explain how the
equipment works and to identify characteristics
on a readout.

S o c i a l S t u d i e s / L a n g u a ge A r t s
PARALLEL CIRCUIT

N Units of measure related to electricity have been
named in honor of scientists. These units include
volts, watts, farads, faradays, coulombs, ohms,
and amperes. Have students develop a chart that
identifies the units of measure, tells what they
measure, list the individuals for whom they were
named, and cites reasons why the individuals’
names may have been used.

L a n g u a ge A r t s / A r t
Social Studies

N Have interested students draw a map of the
United States and locate on the map
hydropower plants. Tell them to label cities that
are near the hydropower plants as well. Remind
students to use a map key to identify any
symbols they use on their map. Have students
investigate the amount of power each plant
generates and the number of customers it serves.
They can record this information directly on the
map at the site of the plant and in graphs that
they create to accompany the map.

L a n g u a ge A r t s

N Remind students that many words have more
than one meaning. Writers often play with these
words to have fun with the language. They
might write headlines of sentences that use both
meanings of a word. Point out examples of the
play on electricity-related words in the headings
and sentences of Electricity. These examples
include “Free Electrons” on the cover and
“Currents in Time” and “This set the stage for a
burst of discoveries that electrified the world” on
pages 6 and 7. Discuss the different meanings of
the words in the phrases and sentences. Then
encourage students to write their own word

N Have students write and design an Electricity Do
and Don’ts booklet. Their booklet should
identify proper usage of electrical appliances,
energy-saving tips, and safety rules to avoid a
“shocking” experience. Encourage students to use
graphics, word plays, and headings to make their
booklet inviting. They may want to make
multiple copies of the booklet to share with
younger students and to have available in the
school library.

Have
interested
students
read KIDS
DISCOVER Energy
for more
information about
energy sources.
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ELECTRICITY 8

ANSWER KEY

Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

Get Set to Read
What do you know about electricity? In Before Reading, write true if you think the statement is
true. Write false if you think the statement is not true. Then read KIDS DISCOVER Electricity.
Check back to find out if you were correct. Write the correct answer and its page number.
CHALLENGE: Rewrite each false sentence in a way that makes it true.

Before Reading

After Reading

Page Number

_____________

1. Electrical energy comes from the

False
_____________

p. 2
_____________

_____________

2. Electrical signals control nerves and

True
_____________

p. 2
_____________

_____________

3. Both copper and salt water are good

False
_____________

p. 4
_____________

_____________

4. Dynamic electricity is used to run

True
_____________

p. 5
_____________

_____________

5. Michael Faraday William Gilbert

False
_____________

p. 6
_____________

_____________

6. A watt volt is a measure of the

False
_____________

p. 8
_____________

_____________

7. Nikola Tesla thought direct

True
_____________

p. 10
_____________

_____________

8. An electrical current passing through

True
_____________

p. 12
_____________

_____________

9. Brain waves are electrical signals

True
_____________

p. 15
_____________

_____________

10. The United States uses 5 25 percent

False
_____________

p. 16
_____________
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movement of tiny particles called
protons electrons.
muscles in the human body.

electrical insulators conductors.

our appliances.

began the first serious study of
electricity and magnetism.

amount of energy of each electron in
a system.

current was an inefficient means
of delivering electrical power.

pressurized gas lights neon lights.

that can be measured by an
electroencephalogram.

of the world’s energy resources.

ELECTRICITY 9

ANSWER KEY

Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

It’s in the Reading
After reading KIDS DISCOVER Electricity, choose the best answer for each question.
Fill in the circle.

Find your answers on the pages shown in the book icon next to each question.

1. What are the negatively charged particles in an atom?
 A. electrons (details)
 B. neutrons
 C. nucleus
 D. protons

2 3

2. In terms of electricity, how are rubber and air alike?
 A. Both are conductors.
 B. Both are insulators. (compare and contrast)
 C. Electricity flows easily through both.
 D. Both cause static electricity.

4 5

3. Which of the following is a conductor?
 A. wood
 B. porcelain
 C. sea water (classification)
 D. glass

4 5

4. Which of these events took place first?

 A. Thomas Edison invents an improved light bulb.
 B. Nikola Tesla invents a motor that produces alternating current.
 C. Samuel Morse invents the telegraph.
 D. Michael Faraday invents the generator. (sequence)

6 7

5. What is the role of transformers in the path of electrical current from
 A. increase the voltage of a current
 B. decrease the voltage of a current
 C. either increase or decrease the voltage of a current (synthesis)
 D. neither increase nor decrease the voltage of a current
power plant to home?

© KIDS DISCOVER

8 9

ELECTRICITY 10

It’s in the Reading

(continued)

6. What measures the rate at which an electrical current can do work?
 A. watt (details)
 B. volt
 C. ampere
 D. ohm

8 9

7. Who believed it was dangerous to fool around with alternating current?
 A. Nikola Tesla
 B. George Westinghouse
 C. Thomas Edison (details)
 D. James Watts

10 11

8. Which of the following is needed by both batteries and fuel cells to
 A. carbon
 B. hydrogen
 C. zinc
 D. an acid (compare and contrast)
produce electrical energy?

12 13

9. Which of these would be a good rule to add to a list of electrical safety
rules?
 A. Keep electrical cords off the floor.
 B. Place plastic covers over unused outlets. (inference)
 C. Never unplug electrical appliances.
 D. Wear gloves when using a light switch.

14 15

10.

What is an example of “green” energy?
 A. electricity produced by using coal
 B. electricity produced by wind (inference)
 C. electricity produced by using natural gas
 D. electricity produced by using wood as a fuel

11.

16 17

Choose one use of electrical energy that you would not want to give
up. Why is this use important to you?
Essay: Answers will vary. Students may choose a particular appliance
or a general usage such as indoor lighting. Their answers should
explain the importance of the use to the students.
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ELECTRICITY 11

ANSWER KEY

Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

Everything Visual
Graphs provide visuals of data, making the data easy to understand. The graphs on pages
16–17 show home use of energy and energy sources of electricity. Study the graphs. Then
answer the questions.

1. For what year are energy sources for electricity given? Why might this information change
from year to year?
2001. The information may change as the percentage of sources used to generate electricity
changes. From year to year specific sources may be used more or less than in the past.

2.

Which of the energy sources of electricity might be considered “green” sources? Why?
Solar, wind, and others as well as hydropower can be considered green sources because they
do not pollute.

3. What is the second largest source of energy for generating electricity?
nuclear energy

4. What was the information source for the graph on Average Home Energy Use?
The source was the U.S. Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy.

5.

What accounts for the greatest amount of energy use in the average home?
Heating and cooling account for 44 percent of the energy use in homes.

6. How are the rectangular graph and circle graph alike? How are they different?
Both graphs show data as percentage of the whole. Both deal with energy-related topics. The
circle graph divides the whole into wedges and provides data about energy sources used to
generate electricity. The rectangular graph divides the whole into rectangular segments and
provides data on the average home energy use.
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